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"Prener.t aädressj ^e?wv f ^e8s; Jnatltut far Anorgar..! sehe u. Elektrochemie, 
oer Technischen Rochsohule, Aachen, Oermany.        ^».rue. 

ABSTRACT 

Iodine (1) fluorosulfate (lOSOgP) am tri- 

iodine flxiorosiilfate (l^OSOpF) hav? been prepared 

by the reaction of iodine with peroxydisulfiiryl 

difluoride (SgO^F^). Their solutions in fluoro- 

suifurlc acid have the colors and spectra character- 

istic of the I* and it ions., respectively. Dichloro- 

fluoroeulfatoiodlne (IClgOSOgF) has been produced 

.TroD chlorine and IGSO^Pa  Iodine (III) fluoro- 

sulfate de« onpesas slowly v/her under vacuu-i at 

about 80° o 90° to give iodine (I) fluoroavlfate, 

uhlch rea^.ns v;ith the unrcacted l(OSOpP)-,, and the 

volatile products SO,, 1?-,(0S02?)2  and an unidenti- 

fied substance -rhich ma:; is KOSO^F)^, 



.p.. 

Pero^ydisulfuryldifluorid is a very convenient starting 

material for the preparation of halogen fliiorosulfates using the 

P.B. Dudley, and Q.H. Cady, J. Am» Chem. Sec. T±,  513 (1957). 

following route:  Xg *  r>S20gP2 - 2X(0S02F)n, in which n « 1 or 3. 

The following compounds have been prepared and characterized: 

?0S02P,? ClOSOgP,3 BrOSOgP,4 Br(OS02P)5/ and iCOSOgP)^,4. 

Another confound, IF,(0S02P)p was prepared by allowing I2 to react 

with POSOgP.  Seine evidence ima obtained for the possible 

existence of lower fluorosulfates. 

2J.F. Roberts, and Of.H. Cady, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 81, 4l66 (1959). 

^W.P. Oilbreath, and O.K. Cady, Inorg. Chem. 2, 496 (1963). 

J.E. Roberts, and S.H. Cady, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 82, 352 (i960). 

,7.E. Roberts, and O.K. Cady, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 32, 354 (i960). 

Reactions using iodine in an excess over that required for 

I(0S02P) yielded green to black liquids or brown solids of various 

ooajposltlons• "Hie excess iodine appeared to be chemically bound 

since it could not be removed by distillation or by extraction 

with perfluoromethylcyclohexane» Itie reaction of IC1 with an 

excess of S20gP2 finally gave I(0S02P), after an orange-red 

colored intermediate was observed.^ The reaction of CP,I with 

S206P2 P1*001100*31 CP^OSOgP and a mixture of iodine fluorosulfates. 

ÖJ.K. Shreeve, and O.H. Cady, J. Am, Chem. Soc. 8^, 452 (196l). 

^M. Lustig, Ph.D. Thesis, Ohiversity of Washington, 1962. 
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In th# abovj processes SgOgPg reacted ao a pseudohalogcn 

TiMQ  type of Uhavlor also has occurred In reactions of S20gPp 

with chlorides to ßlve free Clg and fluorosulfates.
6'8 Just as 

8 
M. I^stls, and a.i. Cady, Inorg. Oheni. 1, 71^ (1962). 

Clg adds across a jarbon-carbon double bond to give a dlchloride, 

SgOgP^ adds to giv» a difluorosulfate.  The formation of hülo^en 

fluorosulfates may therefore be considered as analogous to the 

formation of inter)lalogen compounds. As In the preparation of 
Q 

I Cl,7 where 8tolc:ilonetrlc amounts are allowed to react, the 

cj  —  

J. Comog, and R.A. Kar^e?, J. An. Chem. Soc. ^4, 1332 (1932). 

coinpound IOSOJP hau now been produced by the reaction of 3qul- 

molar amounts of the reagents. S206F2 of hi5h purity was distilled 

from a calibrated -irap of small Internal diameter onto a weighed 

equlmolar amount of  Iodine. As the material warmed tc room 

temperature, a reaction occurred. This method permitted one to 

add S^OgPg in an anount within 4 mg of that desired (less than 

0.5>J deviation fron the theoretical value). In order to wold 

interference by tho reaction of stopcock grease with S20g?2, a 

sealed reactor with a breakseal attacliroent was used. The crude 

product obitained lii this manner had a broad melting range from 

35 to 65°$  indicating the presence of some unreacted iodine and 

l(SO^FU. TO get t. complete conversion to lOSO^P, the mixture 



was heated for one hour at about 60°. The resulting product was 

a dark brcnm to black liquid, which solidified to a tlack solid. 

After storing a saxrple in a sealed tube at room temperature for 

two weeks or more, small glistening black crystals cou^d be seen, 

These had a sharp nielting point of 51.5°. No S-O^p, and onl/ a 

trace of SiP^ could be recovered by pumping at room temperature, 

indicating a complete reaction and negligible attack upon the 

glass vessel. The  substance was very hygroscopic and reacted as 

a strong oid-dlzing agent. When it was dissolved in CCl^, CHCl-, 

or CFCl-,, chlorine was liberated together with COCl«, COp and 

SAOCFA« The brown solution in CCl^ absorbed light in the 

visible region a« 4640 A, the exact position for I Cl,   The 

results indicate the following reactions: 

2I0S02P + CClk    m    2IC1 + S205P2 + C0C12 

klOSQ^? + CCl^ • 4IC1 + SSgOcFg + C02 

10A.E. Oillem, and R.A. Morton, Pr. Roy. Soc. A 12^, 6lO (1929). 

Attempts to prepare an addition coupound with pyridin«" 

resulted In a pale yellow solid, which decomposed quickly to a 

brown oil. The preparation of ClCpy^^SO^P by Schmidt and 

Meinert  using Ag SO-P and 1^ in CK,CN as solvent and in the 

presence of pyrldlne also yielded an unstable product. 

11 
H. Schmidt and H. Meinert, Angew. Ch. 21» 126 (1959). 
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To aubstant .£te th« charact«r of I0S02F aa a true 

I(l)-coi,äpoimd, Dpe-troscoplc iMaaurwaenta were made uslr^ fluoro- 

sulfuric acid as a solvent, mis liquid was not attacked by 

lOSO^F and it did not oxidize I2 to I* (see evidence in Table II). 

It has been reports to dissolve IC1 Giving a blue coJor1" but 

no spectrum waa observed. 

12 
J. Aroteky, H.C. Mishra, and M.C.R. Syrens, J. Chea, s^c. 1951. 

The existentie of I^-catlons in solution has recently beer- 

established by niea:juring the ultraviolet and visible spectra, the 

magnetic susceptibility and the conductivity of suitable solutes 

in C5,: Oleum as a nolvent (where SO, acts as oxidizing ag-snt).^ 

Hhe  I+ ion has also been produced by dissolving a little iodine 

in I?5 
xo  under ce -tain conditions 

^M.C.R. Syroons, J. Chem, Soc. 1251* 587- 
l4 
M.C.R. Syraons, J Chem. Soc. 1957* 2186. 

-'T- M. Connor, and M.C.R. Synons, J. Chcrn. Soc. lg?9> 965. 

J. Arotskj/, H.C. MJshra, and M.C.R. Symons, J. Chem. Soc. 1962, 
2582. ""'— 

17 
'J. Arotsky, and II.C.R. Symons, Quart. Rev. X7I, 282 (1962). 

18 
E.E. Aynsley, N.1I« Oreenvrood, and D.H. Wharmby, J, Chem. Soc. 
1963, 5569. 
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ThQ QOtapounc   lOSO^F, dissolved readily In flaorooulfuric 

acid giving a blu« color. {If the aaiaple had become partially 

hydrolyzed;. a greer solution was  obtained due to the presence 

of some it ions.) Ttie absorption cuive shown in Fig» 1 hftd 

raajtima at 6380 %  (J.567 x 104 en»-1), 4840 H (2.066 x 104 cm'1) 

and 4C40 8 (2.475 a 104 cm"1), with optical densities of 1.10, 

0.35, and 0.403, respectively. These results a^e compared in 

Table I with those found by others in oleum and IPc. 

•»able I 

Spectra of Solutions Containing t* 

Solvent Solute Absorption maximaj 9 Reference 
65,' Oleum ^/SOj 6400 5000 4loo 12 
65;" Oleum I Cl 6400 5000 4100 12 
Oleum Ig/SOj 6460 5070 4130 18 
IFg h 6410 5080 4:80 18 
»5 I Cl 6450 5150 4200 18 
HSOjP I0S02F 6380 4840 4040 

A soiqparlson shows that the absorption maxima in HSCLP 

occur at somewhat lower wavelengths than in oleum« Tbls must be 

due to the solvent idnce the shape of all cmnres and the relative 

optical denaities a^.ree. 



The exlsterce of t  cations ir. solytlon auggested the 

possible ty that IDSO^F in the solid state might have an Ionic 

lattice, Vhe eompound vme found to be diamagnetlc, ha^ver, 

thereby nu-seatlr^ oovalent bonding. 

The former alternation that it io very difficult to remov 

an e^cen. of I2 ovar that required to give lOSo/ indicated 

that another lowei Iodine fluoroaulfate, perhaps of the composi- 

tion I3OS02P, might exist. TSie existence of I* cations together 

„ith I- ,:r. at flz.t postulated by I. M^on,^ uhen he dlsscl 

I2 end I2c-5 in suii-aric acid ana obtained a brown solution. 

ved 

1SI- Masson, Ja Cliem. Soc. 19^8» 1706 

Reports of materials which may have contained a positive I, group 

go back tc 1862, wnen Lenssen and Loewenthal20 observed a brown 

IJI addition product of Ig and "I0H" in acidic aqueous solution 

formulated as ^I^C^". These results were confirmed by others.21 

20 

21 
E. lenseen, and 7. Loewenthal, J. Prakt. Chem. 86, 219 (1862). 

A. Skrabal, and ?. Buchta, CJiera. Ztg. ^, 1194 (1909). 

Spectrometrie meaoirements by ^ymons, et al.  led to the assign- 

.-nent of absorption maxima at 4600 %  and 2900^ for the it cation 

in H^SO^ and an adtitional shoulder In the 3300 %  region for the 

Ic cation. There ;ere no reports of the isolation of it or it 

ccntalning specie^. 
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The cos^ound I^OSO^B haa now been prepared usinr '"he typ« 

of procec'Lü^e described above for IOSOgpB Only a.  snail excejB cf 

L, over that Btolchlowurloally required was uaerl and tJie inaction 

was run in the presence of dry air at one ataaoephere pressure.. 

After standing for 12 hours at room terqpsrature the reactor was 

heated in a water bath. At temperatures somewhat above 60 a 

black liquid, presvimbly lOSOgP^ and a dart« solid wers present. 

At 85° a reaction ccourrad and the liquid phase disappeared. Big 

lumps of a brown-black solid were formed, öy cooling dowr tc 

llq^ild C-j temperature, the solid luii5?3 broke up to a fine brown- 

black powder which melted at 92° with dccorapositlon libere.tin^ Ig- 

EÄcess iodine was removed from the black powder by pumping 

at room temperature. Only a trace of SgOj-Pg ^as found in the 

volatile fraction» The conpoaitlon of the s^ild correspotided to 

the formula 1,0^0^.. "Ehe confound when dissolved in HS0,r gave 

the spectrum shown in Fig. 2. Surprieingly, 1^ dissolved in 

HSOuP shotfed almost the same spectrum, ^r contrast, iodine in 9$$ 

HgSO^ showed a single absorption maxlKum corresponding to l^ 

while I^OSOgP gave essentially the same spectrum as in KS0.P. 

The results are given in Table £1. 
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■ösble IX 

Hbsorptlori Spectra Diis? to t4 

Solvent Sollte Absorption m&xiiaa^H Optical Dcnaity 

HSO^F 1JOS32F 4670 2970 0,550     0.805 

HSO^P h 47^0 2970 0024      0,692 

96^ !^S04 IjOS 32P 4620 2900 0*535      O.TOf» 

96^ XjSO^ h 5020 0.23C 

H2S0if t*(R.jf, 16) 4600 2900 

These results indicate that I^OSO^P gave the tt ion in 

fluorosulfuric and in sulfuric acida. No IT** was detected. The 

solution of I2 in 'iSO^F also contained it. 

I,OSOnP was foxmd to be extremely hygroscopic and iodine 

crystals wsre forrafjd at once on the surface by leaving the 

substance in open lir. The fact thftt all iodine in excess over 

that required for wOSO^P could be distilled off easily left 

little hope for tho possible preparation of IcOSO^P. 

The reaction of iodine with S20gF2 in a ratio of it2 

produced a dark groen viscous liquid, probably & nixture of 

1(0S02P)5 and ICSO^P. All attenpts to crystallize this product 

fsi-led. By cooling to liquid Og temperature a dark green glass 

was formed. Wie above observations together with these of Roberta 
4 

and Cady show tha'i SgOgP- and iodine react completely in 
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ppoportlons ranging from lt3 to •! to form Iodine flucrosulfates. 

Pure lOSOgp could therefore only be obtained by reacting eqramolar 

amount& of the reagents. 

The reaction of chlorine, in excess, with XOSO^P gave the 

corapound ici^oso^? an orange-red substance cf less than 100-' 

purity which was not con?>lttely solid at 25° after distilling of 

the excess of Clg* Ujpon wanning, the last of the solid melted 

between 3^-35°• T^o other ooxupounds IClgSbClg and ICl^AlCl^, 

are known to contain the ICl^ group« Attempts to prove the 

exisvence of ICl^ nations in solution have failed; the structure 

was determined by K-ray diffraction« ' 

^C.O, Vonk, and E«H. Wiebenga, Rec. trav. chlm. JB,  915 (1959). 
25C.O. Vonk, and E.H. Wiebet^a, Acta Cryst. IS,, 859 (1959). 

When I(0S02F], was heated to 114° at 3 cm pressure by 

Roberts and Cady^ lee npoeition was noted -^Ith fcrmation of a 

green liquid (approximating in composition lOSCUF) and a volatile 

product reported to be s206p2* 'nils def-oinPosit:lori reaction has 

now been studied 11 greater detail and the conclusions differ 

somewhat from thos * of Roberts and Cady. A color chaz^d to green 

cucurred even at 6:3° within one hour. Even by leaving solid 

I(0302F), at room tanjperatvre for 48 hours the solid started to 

melt and a little :olor change was noticed. In no case wta SpO^F.^ 

obtained as a decomposition product* Instead, the colorless 
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edjcture. ^m general t^astior, ean th*trafore be &msi lef^ fe 

be aeser^a^  tow nirp^      , . M uatlun shown by the e^att^i 

^t rtjoa t^a^raci^. ^a mm at ,ioc   ^ jo^ 3^ pismire,    I« 

n-nd ^r. 31^^ ^ di£jtlUw   awm;y       n the white solid.    The 

-^t^r was only ^L^Jiaea in quantity    of 5o ._. 100 m.    A good 

id.ntlfi^U^ w*s not w^aaMly        t,    A ^f^ ^ ^^ 

dete^imt^i migg.fsted a Sösposltto ^los« to ICn-D.P).0 

^ **9Mmi  loso.P obtained by the .bo.« diap^portiona- 

Uor, di.aol^ tc ^ a bl^green color in HSO^    I^cnplel^ 

e^atalU^atlon at ^ Um   Miea« a« lupurt product. 

P"rther eyLdaPco for a dlsproporUonatlon of Km) to 

iCri -^ 1(7) Wao f.^ A« the rialble ^d ultraviolet apactrum 

in te^f was ae^u^d.    l(cy^)3 dissolved readily In HS^F 

^iving a yellow eoior.    ^v^ eharwe lu the ab^c-rptSon speetnan 

W ESmm in Mg, g    Curve 1 show3 the spactmm obtained dftar 

tely 1, i nvur<    Absorption Ba^iina are only ill-fonaed in 
th* 6:<K) rtgion and Um m u^  ,iX)0 and 5000 ^^ 

After th« co:or had changed to blue-green 

(aurve 2)  ^ afU^ another N hours to b3ue (curve 5). 

re^mlta ar# Hated in liable Ul* 
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Äble 111 

^iglng of l(0SO2F)3 In HOSOgP 

Wjne Abgorption/^nuciBa.(%) 

1/2 hour 6300   38OO  3200 

36 hour 6380   4800  3950 

60 hour 6380   4820  3980 

Optical DensiUea 

0.130  0.175  0.280 

0.545  0.210  0.253 

0.785  0.260  0.310 

Th* CUPVM ijjdicat» that f* cation waa fonnad in solution. 

Slnoa the possibility of induction of I (m) could be excluded. 

the formation of 3* oust have resulted from dlsproportlonatlon. 

A reason to doubt i-hat the weak maxima for I(0S02P), at —3800 Ä 

and ~ 3200 Ä nere due to the l3* ion la that the lonlzatlon 

potential Is very large to obtain the 5/ 5i? configuration.16 

Hie dlsproportlonatlon I(llt) to I(l) and I(V) In sulfurlc acid 

has already been discussed by Masson and Argument.2* 

24 
!• Masson and Argument, J. Cbem. Soc. 1938. 1702. 

It has been stated above that XOSOgF reacted with carbon 

tecrachlorlde. luvlne also reacted when 

dissolved In carbon teUaohlorlde and the solution exhibited 

the absorption maxima of IC13 at 6400 and 3300 S.
23 ^ Infrared 

spectrum of the gaseous product showed the presence of C02, C0C1 
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'2 

"^ S205?2#    ^ fvldenc« suegeated the reactions: 

4l(0S02P), ♦ 3CC14    -    4IC15 ♦ 6S205P2 + 3C02 

«a?  4i(oso2F)r ♦ 6cci4 - 4ici3 ♦ 6S2O5P2 ^ 6coci2 

The P19 nuc spectrum of l(OS02P)5 was found to consist 

of only one sharp peak which xaeans either that brldclng fluoro- 

sulfate groups wes« absent oj» that a rapid exchange occurred. 

In additlor« to the process Involving pyrolysls of 

I(0S02P)5, two ott^r unsuccessful attempts were made to prepare 

Iodine pentafluorcsulfate. One method was the reaction of Iodine 

with S206?2 in a It? ratio at temperatures between 90° and 150° 

and the other was the reaction of IP5(0S02F)2 with an excess of 

SOj at 55°. 

EXPERIMQITAL 

The compounds ^O^ and SO^ were prepared from sulfur 

trioxlde and fluorine by previously described methods.6'25 A 

reference sample cf IP5(0S02P)2 tms prepared by the reaction of 

I(0S02P)3 with P0S02F as described by If, P. Ollbreath.26 The 

TS^^Ml?^)0'11, 0ady' akKl D,P, Efeg*r8' J* ^^ Chem' Soc'' 
U  P. Ollbreath, Ph.D. Thesis, university of Washington, 1962. 
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product WEB purlfUd by repeated vacuum diatillatlon. Technical 

grade fluoroaulfurlc acid was purified by distillation In apparatus 

like that of R. C. Thompson.27 The acid had e 5200 8 a small 

absorption of optical density 0.285. The spectrum was run 

against air. lodlrus (III) fluorosulfate was prepared by the 

reaction of an excess of s206P2 with 1^. All other materials were 

of reagent grade. 

0^t2rt.^OSS2d4/l^2.1CIVeSl0' Mc,te8ter diversity, Ifamllton, 

Infrared spectra were studied using a Perkln-Elmer Model 21 

Infrared Spectrometer with a sodium chloride prism. Oaseous 

samples were contained In a 10 cm Monel metal cell, sealed with 

Ttilon-O-rlngs and equipped with sliver chloride windows. Nuclear 

magnetic resonance spectra were obtained through the use of a 

Varlan Model ^311B Spectrometer with a 40 megacycle oscillator. 

W and visible spectra were obtained with a Gary Model 14 Spectro- 

meter. Oless stoppered quartz cells with 10 nm and 20 nm path 

length were used. All samples for measurements were dissolved 

and poured Into the cells In a dry box. The cells were cleaned 

by repeated prallmlnary washing with the solution to be tested. 

All HSO^P was distilled Immediately before use. When observing 

spectra of solutions two matched cells were used, one containing 

the solution and one the pure solvent. The observed absorption 

was, therefor», due to the solute but nc. the solvent. 
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Iodine was ietemlned by titratlon with oodium thlosulfate 

solution or by the Volhard method following reduction to I' by 

hydrazine and boil jig off the excess hydrazine. Chlorine was 

determined by Volhird^ method and sulfur as barium sulfate. 

Iodine (I) auorosulfate; A Pyrex glass reaction vessel, 

consisting of a 25 «1 flask with a 15 cm neck ending at a 19/58 

inner ground Joint was used. 'She  flask also had a side arm with 

a breakseal attach lent. Iodine was added and the flask was 

connected to a vac mm line by the ground Joint. After removal 

of air and water vtpor by evacuation the iodine was weighed. In 

one typical experliwit for which data will be given here the 

iodine weighed 645 8 mg. Peroxydlfulfuryl dlfluorlde, S2Q^F2f 

(506,3 ng) was dis ;illed into the flask from a calibrated trap 

having an internal diameter of 3 mn. The volume of liquid in 

the trap was measu-ed frequently by a graph paner scale, and 

finally the amount of reagent added was detemined precisely by 

weighing. The evaluated reactor was then sealed off and allowed 

to stand at room tmperature for at least eight hours. A black 

solid was formed. The product was then heated in a water bath 

at 60 and left fö ' an hour while shaking from time to time. 

At this teaperatiuv» the material was a dark colored liquid which 

as a thin film had at first a green to brown color. During the 

course of the heat:.ng period the color became very dark brown, 

almost black. By cooling to room temperature, the conpound 

solidified at once  After standing two weeks glittering crystals 
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had fopiiwj. while pumping on It at room Unparatura, the coinpound's 

ifal«ht remained aliioet constant. Final walght of the producti 

1146,0 roß. 

Tt»  solid me-ltad sharply at 51.5° undar vacuum. Sjr 

h«tlng at 100° In hlßh vacuum the XOSOgP did not boll, but a 

contlnuad slow avor.utlon of SIP^ Indlcatad a wall reaction. The 

aolld dissolvad really in CCl^ and CHClj, being lass soluble in 

tha latUr. to glvo brown colored solutions, W absorption maxima 

at 4640 » and the production of ^O^, co2 and C0C12 Indlcatad 

solvent intaractioru An iodooatric titration of tha solid using 

sodium thlosulfata gave a value of 1.990 oxidizing equivalents 

par mole of lOSOgF, corresponding to an oxidation state of O.995 

for Iodine in the coa^xmnd. I found by Volhaiti method 55,9>1; 

calculated, 56.16^ 

Trtlodina Kuoroaulfata, (l30S02P)i iodine (1.2619 g) 

m s2%p2 f0»^ 8) a* a "»lar ratio of 30a8tl ware allowed to 

raaot in a vassal liJca that described above. An atmosphere of 

dry air was präsent to reduce the evaporation of iodine from 

tha reacting mixtuxa. After warming to room temperature, a black- 

brown aolld was foxnMd. Sy heating to 60°, a part of the material 

malted to a black liquid. Solid material, probably unreacted 

iodine, ranalnad. When tha temperature was raised slowly, at 

85° the liquid and solid reacted quite vigorously, with some 

evaporation of iodine forming big lumps of a dark brown solid, ^r 

cooling to liquid cxygen temperature, the lumps broke up into a 
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very fine powder. Excese iodine was rensoved by punqping at room 

temperature for 12 hours. Th»  volatile product contained only 

traces of SgO^P« arid SiP^. After reaching constant weight the 

solid weighed 1.4305 g (calculated for I^OSO^F, le^?30 &),    The 

solid melted at 92° in a sealed tube but with alow decoinposition 

liberating iodine. It wes extremely hygrosccpli and hydrolysis 

by water vapor prciuced glistening crystals of iodine on the 

surface of the solid. It dissoivtd in 9öp H^SO^, very readily 

to give a dark brc m solution. 

Dichloroflu^rosulfatoiodlne (lll)i  1.42^1 g of lOSO^F 

was transferred to a trap. The trap was chilled and approximately 

5 ml of liquid chlorine was added by distillation. "She irdxture 

was then held at -30° in a trichloroethylene bath and stirred 

with a magnetic stirrer. A yellow solid formed. After 8 hours 

the black color of XOSO^F had disappeared completely» The mixture was 

then warmed to rooit temperature while allowing the excess chlorine 

to distil away. Iho last of the free chlorine was removed by 

pumping for 10 mlnites. The remaining product changed lr color 

to orange, and parts of it melted to an orange-red oil« The 

last solid melted oetween 34-35°. pjpon cooling to 25° most of 

the material froze. By cooling long needle-like crystals were 

formed« The material dissolved in water fonaing a yellow solution. 

I found 4>»39& calculated for IClgSO^P, 42.75^; Cl found 

23.^5^, calc. 21.BVM  S found 11.1^, calc. 10.Si;j, Total weight 

1.3803 g; calculatsd 1,8710 g. 
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An eguimclar mixtur« of iodine (I) and iodine (Illj 

fliiorosttlfateg was produced by the reaction of 0.6677 g of iodine 

with 1,0596 g of SgC^Pg at room teaperature but with final heating 

at 60° for an hour. The product was a viscous dark green oil 

which was liquid at 20° and gave only a single peak in its raor 

speotrua. 

Pyrolysie of iCOSOgP)-: 6.55 g of I(0S02P), was decomposed 

in a closed system under vacuum and at a temperature between 80° 

to 90° over a period of 120 hours. The color changed from 

yellow through light green to dark green to black. The volatile 

fraction distilled away and condensed in a trap at -18?°. The 

decomposition was found to occur» but only very slowly, at 50°. 

The black residue dissolved in fluorosulfurlc acid giving a blue- 

green color. Indicating an iapure sample of ICSO^F. The volatile 

fraction contained sulfur trioxide and two volatile I(V) compounds, 

one of which was a colorless liquid at 25° and one a white solid, 

the latter being present only In small amount. The sulfur tri- 

oxide wa^ distilled off under high vacuum at -20° to 0° over 

20 hours. The liquid iodine (V) compound then distilled over at 

10° over a period of 2 or 3 days leaving most of the white solid 

behind. By distillation at 10° the white solid could be 

only partially retained;  to get a good separation, the 

distillation had to be repeated 4 times. Analysis of the white 

solid:  Iodine, 19.37 f> and su:für 25.61 £. Calculated 

for 1(0S027)5:  lg - 20.395, sulfur 25.77. Although this 
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Indlciites that the solid may have t)een l(OSOgP]r), th© 

«vldenoe d^ea not constitute a proof of the existence of the 

ooopound. More woi4c Is needed. After 3 distilXatlons» 1.3386 g 

of the colorless liquid was obtained. Iodine found 3^.05^ 

cale. for IF,(S0,P^, $}*8S$m    The compound was distilled into 

an nmr tub*. Itoe ?*' nmr spectrum at 4o megacyclas like that 

of Roberta and Cady5 consisted of a sharp signal for fluorine, 

bomd to nulfur and a broad signal, caused by fluorine attached 

to iodine. The separation was 31*8 ppra contrasted to 30.6 for 

Roberts and Cadjr, and relative areas under toe peaks in the 

spectrum were abou'; 3*8 to 2 as compared to 4.3 to 2 found by 

Roberts and Cadjr • Tbe broad fluorine signal was resolved at 

approximately -10° into two different peaks of a separation of 

132 cps and a ratio of the areas of it2. At approximately 40° 

the peak for fluorine attached to Iodine was more sharp than 

at 25°. 

Attempt« to Prepare I(0S02FLO unsuccessful attempts were 

made by two nethodo to prepare Iodine (7) fluorosulfate. In one 

procedure Iodine wi.s allowed to react with S^O^F^ in relative 

proportions of about 1 to 7 at 95°. 115° or 130°. Oxygen and 

SgOeFg wero found as products. After removal of the volatile 

sutstances, a yellow material remained in which the oxidation 

state of it>dine watt close to 3 and the ratio of fluorosulfate to 

iodine (as shown bv the ratio, weight of product to weight of 

iodine) waa from 2 1 to 3«!. When the reaction occurred at 60° 
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In an nmr tub«* evsn aft^r 72 hours the principal product was 

Koso^p), and the exeasa S^O^F^ had not daeoiapoaad. In the second 

procedure a mixtux'v» of sulfur trioxide with nMOSCUP)« In a 

molar ratio of 7 to 1 was held at 50 to 55° for several hoursr 

A yellow oil was produced in which the oxidation state of iodine 

was 3 hut the weight was auch less than for iodine (V) fluoro~ 

sulfate. the products Included S^OePg and SiO^Fg (identified by 

Infrared spectra). When the reactants were held together in an 

mar tube for eight days the final spectrun indicated that a part 

of the fluorine originally bound to iodine had been removed but 

that the number of SO*? groups attached to iodine had not 

increased. Probably an iodine (V) oxyfluorosulfate was formedc 
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Only a few inorganic compounds are known which contain 

the lOg group. Wuir prepared an addition eoopeund, IgOf'SSO,, 

1M. P. P. Muir, J. Chem. Soc, 21,  656 (1909). 

which was later formulated as (I00)2 s^Oj   and presumed to 

contain the cation 10*,    However, recent work of Oillesple and 

Senior^ on solutions of HICk in H^SO^ gave no evidence for I0g 

H. A« Lehmann and H. Hesselbarth, Z. Anorg. Allgem. Chem., 299, 
51 (1959). 

5R. J. Oillesple and J. B. Senior, Inorg. Chem. 2* ^0 (1964), 

cations« Conductometrie and cryoscopic measurements indicated 

that XO^HSO^ was present in a solvated and polymeric form, 

lodyl fluoride *<* has been reported not to combine with sulfur 

trioxide to form lodyl fluorosulfate. 

£• E. Aynsley, R. Nichols and P. L« Robinson, J« Chem. Soc, 623 
(1955). 

^M. Schmeisser and K. Lang, Angew. Chem., §J_,  136 (1955)« 

E. E. Aynsley and S. Ssnpath, J. Chem. Soc, 5099 (1959). 
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7 
Peroxydlsulfuryl dlfluoride , a substance known to be 

8 Q 
a good reagent for preparing fluorosulfates tJ  has now been 

7F. B, Dudley and 0. H. Cady, J. Am. Chenu Soc, Jg, 513 (1957). 
8J, E, Roberts and 0, H. Cady, Ibid, 82, 353 (I960). 

9J. M. Shreeve and 0. H. Cady, ibid. §2, ^521 (1961). 

used to prepare iodyl fluorosulfate from iodine pentoxide. The 

iodine pentoxide was firnt dried at 150°, pulverized and placed 

in a flat bottom reaction flask containing a Teflon coated 

stirring bar. The flask had a side arm ending at a break-seal 

and a neck ending at a ground Joint by which it could be 

attached to a vacuum line. A large excess of peroxydisulfuryl 

difluoride, S20^P2, was transferred to the flask by distillation, 

then the neck of the flask was sealed shut while the vessel was 

cold and evacuated« Ihc flask was then allowed to stand at 

room temperature for a week. During the first part of this 

period the formation of bubbles of a gas (later shown to be 

oxygen) was observed. After the formation of bubbles had stopped, 

the vessel was held at 65° for two hours while stirring. As 

the reaction occurred, the white IpO^ disappeared and was replaced 

by a solid powder having a light yellow color. Finally the 

reactor was attached to the vacuum line through the side arm 

and the excess of S^o^p? was distilled away through the break- 

seal Into an evacuated cold trap. Prom 1.1056g of l»0c the 

weight of the solid product obtained was 1.6995g« (Itieoretlcal 
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for lO^SO^P, 1.708Qg.) The oxldAtion stat« of iodine In th« 

compound va.a  found to bo five (5*04 observed) as shown by a 

Volhard detarmlnation of iodine and an iodometric deteruination 

of the oxidizing capacity. 

Pound:   I, 48.9;' ;  S, 12.8^ . 

Theoretical for lOgSO^P: I, 49.19/: ; S, 12.43,' . 

The reaction involved in the preparation was ZgOc •»> S^O^P^ 

• 210280^? ♦ I o2. 

Hie ZO^SO^P was a pale yellcw, very hygroscopic powder 

which was stable up to 100°• At 120° it reacted slowjy with 

♦•he glass container producing SiP^# SX and a colorless oil 

(probably IP^SO^P^) containing 12,6^ I. (Theoretical for 

IP^CSCXsP).« 32.2 .) The above products distilled away under 

vacuum as the reaction occurred« A bright yellow material 

remained behind In the reactor. 

Xodyl fluorosulfate reacted with the solvent when 

dissolved In CPC1,, CHC1, or CCl^. Chlorine was produced even 

at room temperature and the color changed from yellov? to orange 

to red. The resulting solution had absorption maxima at 4600 

and 3300 % corresponding to IC1 and Cl„. An infrared spectrum 

of the volatile products Indicated s^Or??,  COCl^ and CO^. This 

behavior with the aoove solvents resembles that of ISO-F and 

1(50-?)-.   Xodyl fluorosulfate was substantially insoluble 

in fluorosulfuric acid but it dissolved readily with hydrolysis 

in water, the iodine remaining in the (V)oxidation state. 

P. Aubke and 0. H. Cady, nils Journal 
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Finely cruahdd lOpSO,? was packed Into a 0,5 R» 

Lindeoyinn glass capillary inside a dry box. The  tube was 

sealed with halcarbon wax and after removal from the dry-box 

was mounted in a large standard Philips powder camera 

(radius «• 57.2956 mm) hsvinß the conventional Straumanis 

arrangement» After a twelve-hour exposure using nickel 

filtered copper X-radiation (X„ « Iö4l78 $), over forty nine 

lines were observed and measured to within 0.05 nm. A second 

exposure of two hours ./as also made. The camera was call« 

bra ted with a thirty-minute e^oaure of a standard (sodium 

chloride, a « 3.6387^ %)•    Calculations showed the cunera to 

have an effective radius of 57*206 ± 0.027 na« Using the 

now calibrated XO^SO^P intense lines in the two-hour exposure, 

the twelve-hour exposure powder spectrum was measured and the 

radius correction applied. The results are listed in Table X. 

A sample of solid I^Oc gave a different powder spectrum and 

agreed with ASTM Inorganic X-ray Powder Pile 1962, p. 99, 

No. 1-0692. 
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H ■ High intensity 

M • Medium intensity 

L - Light intensity 

Intensity 

TABLE I 

d Spacings Prom Lines in X-ray Powder Photograph 

-JL. mtensl^r       t Intenßl^       j       Xnt^teity       8 

8.W II 2.596 t i.785           M lOSl L 

6-501 H 2,552 L 1,737           L 1.331 L 

5.238 M 2.376 L 1.710            L 1.296 L 

4.108 L 2.335 t 1,673 L 1.268 L 

^.016 R 2.256 L 1.629 L le?46 L 

3.556 H 2.153 L 1.593 L I.218 L 

3.262 L 2.124 M 1.566 L 1.205 L 

3.127 L 2.064 t 1.561 L 1,190 L 

2.917 L 1.974 L 1.528 L 1.163 L 

S.827 t 1.934 L 1.482 L 1#lla L 

2.694 » a.893 L 1.457 L 1.134 L 

2.663 L 1.815 L 1.423 L 1.128 L 

loOTS L 


